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Yellowcard

Song: Words, Hands, Hearts
Artist: Yellowcard
Album: Lights And Sounds

D tuning

e|---------------------------------------------|there are some more chords
B|---------------------------------------------|that you all should know
G|-7--7-----7-----------------------4--------5-|
D|-7--7-----7-----5--0--2--8---9----4--10----5-|
A|-5--5-----5-----5--0--2--8---9-or-2--10-or-3-|
E|----5-----0-----5--0--2--8---9-------10------|
   D  Dadd4 Dadd9 G5 D5 E5 A#5 B5      C5       

D                       Dadd4              Dadd9
  The whole world was sleeping and i was there
D                            Dadd4         Dadd9 
  you could just sense this feeling in the air

      Em                  G 
like no one s words were good enough
    Bm             C 
to define what we fear
     Em                    G
and no one s words were strong enough
    Bm                C
to fix what happened here

G5     D5         E5   G5        
  lead on to save me lead us all there
      A#5      D5           E5       G5            
find me   some answers one nation beware
       D5         E5         G5
can t tell the difference between myth and man
     A#5        D5       E5             G5    D5(let ring)
or what s necessary or where i should stand

D                     Dadd4                  Dadd9 
  The whole world is different now men have died
D                             Dadd4        Dadd9  
  you could just sense this feeling in our eyes



      Em                 G
like no one s hands are big enough
    Bm              C 
to hold on to this fear
     Em                   G
and no one s hands are strong enough
    Bm                C
to fix what happened here

G5     D5         E5   G5        
  lead on to save me lead us all there
      A#5      D5           E5       G5            
find me   some answers one nation beware
       D5         E5         G5
can t tell the difference between myth and man
     A#5        D5       E5             G5    D5(let ring)
or what s necessary or where i should stand

D                Bm
  So do we dare now
                  Gm 
raise our voices loud
                     A#m                      D
we re searching for something that cannot be found
             Bm
i hear open mouths
                G
and i see open hands
                     A#               D  
but the blinded and silent i can t understand

(Repeat the whole cicle)

D                     Dadd4                    Dadd9
  the whole world is watching with one blank stare
D                          Dadd4            Dadd9 
  i could just sense this feeling of ill repair

      Em                 G
like no one s heart is full enough
    Bm             C 
to keep away this fear
     Em                  G 
and no one s heart is strong enough
    Bm                C
to fix what happened here

G5     D5         E5   G5        
  lead on to save me lead us all there
      A#5      D5            E5             G5      



find me   some answers it s time that you shared
       D5         E5         G5
can t tell the difference between myth and man

or what s necessary or where i should stand

(for this line play this:

e|---------------------------|
B|---------------------------|
G|---------------------------|
D|--5555-5555-5555-5555-555--|
A|--5555-5555-5555-5555-555--|
E|--9999-8888-7777-6666-555--|)

D5               B5
  So do we dare now
                  G5 
raise our voices loud
                     A#5                      D5
we re searching for something that cannot be found
             B5
i hear open mouths
                G5
and i see open hands
                     A#5                  C5     B5
but the blinded and silent i can t understand

End on D5


